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Device-independent self-testing allows to uniquely characterize the quantum state shared by un-
trusted parties (up to local isometries) by simply inspecting their correlations, and requiring only
minimal assumptions, namely a no-signaling constraint on the untrusted parties and the validity
of quantum mechanics. The device-independent approach exploits the fact that certain non-local
correlations can be uniquely achieved by measurements on a particular quantum state. We can
think of these correlations as a “classical fingerprint” of the self-tested quantum state. In this work,
we answer affirmatively the outstanding open question of whether all pure bipartite entangled states
can be self-tested, by providing explicit self-testing correlations for each.
I. INTRODUCTION
Device-independent self-testing enables a completely classical verifier to characterize the joint quantum state
shared by two potentially untrusted parties (the provers), up to local isometries, by simple inspection of the
observed correlations. This approach requires minimal assumptions, namely a no-signaling constraint on the
provers, and the validity of quantum mechanics. Thus, in a device-independent scenario [1], one can obtain
guarantees on the functionality of a device without making assumptions on its inner-workings.
Self-testing is made possible by the existence of non-local correlations in quantum theory. While all correla-
tions produced by classical provers are necessarily local, on the other hand, it is possible to produce non-local
correlations by measuring a joint quantum state that is entangled [5]. It is well-known that certain entangled
quantum states can be self-tested, meaning that a classical verifier can certify that such a state is shared by
the two provers by observing the maximal violation of some Bell inequality, the ideal winning probability in
some non-local game played by the provers, or simply by observing correlations that can be uniquely obtained
by measurements on that state. The most celebrated example of a state that can be self-tested is the maxi-
mally entangled pair of qubits (the singlet). This is self-tested, for instance, by the maximal violation of the
well-known Clauser-Horne-Shimony-Holt (CHSH) inequality [20, 24].
The term “self-testing” in the context of Bell experiments was coined by Mayers and Yao [12], who introduced a
simple criterion to self-test the singlet state for the bipartite Bell scenario with three dichotomic measurements
on each side. Since then, self-testing of the two-qubit singlet has been made robust [15], then extended to
sequential [21] and parallel certification of many copies [6–8, 14, 17, 26]; and the complete set of criteria that
self-test that state with two dichotomic measurements has been provided [25]. Moreover, a variety of other
quantum states have been proved to be self-testable: all partially entangled pure two-qubit states [4, 28], the
maximally entangled pair of qutrits [22], the partially entangled pair of qutrits that violates maximally the
CGLMP3 inequality [2, 29], and a small class of higher dimensional partially entangled pairs of qudits, through
results in parallel self-testing [7]. For the multi-partite case, it is known that the three-qubit W state [18, 27]
and graph states [13, 18] can be self-tested. Hence, it is clear that self-testing is not an exclusive characteristic of
maximally entangled states nor qubit states. However, little is known about self-testing of higher-dimensional
entangled states (i.e. pairs of entangled qudits for d > 2).
In this paper, we consider the outstanding open question of whether all bipartite pure entangled quantum
states can be self-tested. Building on the framework of Yang and Navascués [28], we answer this question
affirmatively with an explicit construction of a family of self-testing correlations, with 3 and 4 measurement
settings for the two provers respectively, and d outcomes per party (where d is the local dimension). We argue,
additionally, that our correlations self-test not only the state, but also certain ideal measurements.
On top of answering a fundamental question of quantum information science, our result has potential appli-
cations in cryptography. Several known protocols are in fact based on self-testing, usually on the rigidity of the
CHSH game [9, 16, 21], and our work adds the flexibility of choosing the self-tested state, and certain corre-
sponding d-outcome measurements, in the bipartite scenario. One potential application is in device-independent
randomness expansion, the first device-independent Quantum Random Number Generation scheme to be pro-
posed and the only to have been experimentally implemented [19]. There, guaranteed private randomness is
generated from an initial random seed. Based on our self-testing result, one could hope to generate up to
O(log d) bits of private randomness, with d limited only by the experimental state-of-the-art, using a small
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2random seed (two random trits per run). An analysis of the robustness of our result is required in order to
assess its applicability, and we leave this exploration for future work.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II contains preliminary notions and, in particular, a criterion
giving sufficient conditions for self-testing an entangled pair of qudits. Section III contains the main result, a
description of the self-testing correlations and the ideal measurements achieving them. Section IV contains a
proof of the main result. Sections V and VI contain a brief discussion and conclusion.
II. PRELIMINARIES
A. General framework
In a bipartite Bell scenario, the two provers Alice and Bob receive inputs x ∈ X and y ∈ Y respectively,
corresponding to their choice of measurement settings, and their devices return outcomes a ∈ A and b ∈ B.
We refer to the collection of conditional probability distributions
{P (a, b|x, y) : (a, b) ∈ A× B}(x,y)∈X×Y
as a correlation (where we sometimes interchangeably utilize the plural of the word when the context leaves
no ambiguity). In the particular scenario that we consider for our self-testing correlations, Alice has three
possible measurement settings and Bob has four, while the devices have d possible outcomes. So the inputs
are x ∈ {0, 1, 2} and y ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, and the outputs are a, b ∈ {0, 1, 2, · · · , d − 1}. We refer to this as a
[{3, d}, {4, d}] Bell scenario (see FIG. 1), and we denote by C3,4,d,dq the set of quantum correlations that two
parties can generate in such a Bell scenario.
x 2 {0, 1, 2}
a 2 {0, 1, · · · , d  1} b 2 {0, 1, · · · , d  1}
Alice’s input: Bob’s input:
Device outputs Device outputs
Source
y 2 {0, 1, 2, 3}
FIG. 1: A [{3, d}, {4, d}] Bell scenario
A convenient way to represent correlations is through correlation tables: for the [{3, d}, {4, d}], we can arrange
the P (a, b|x, y) in twelve d× d correlation tables, one for each pair of measurement settings, denoted by Tx,y.
Tx,y :=
a\b 0 1 · · · d− 1
0 P (0, 0|x, y) P (0, 1|x, y) · · · P (0, d− 1|x, y)
1 P (1, 0|x, y) P (1, 1|x, y) · · · P (1, d− 1|x, y)
...
...
...
. . .
...
d− 1 P (d− 1, 0|x, y) P (d− 1, 1|x, y) · · · P (d− 1, d− 1|x, y)
(1)
Definition 1. (Self-testing) We say that a correlation self-tests a state |Ψ〉 and measurement operators {Ax},
{By} on Alice and Bob’s side, if it can be reproduced uniquely when the devices of Alice and Bob make mea-
surements {Ax}, {By} on the joint state |Ψ〉, up to a local isometry.
In the device-independent approach, the dimensionality of the measured system is not bounded a priori.
Hence, the measurements made on the system can be assumed to be projective, thanks to Naimark’s theorem,
with ΠAxa the projection corresponding to Alice obtaining outcome a on measurement setting x, and likewise
3for ΠByb on Bob’s side. We don’t have to assume that the unknown joint state shared by Alice and Bob is pure,
but rather we take it as such for ease of exposition, and we denote it by |ψ〉. It is then easy to see that our proof
holds through in the same way for a general joint state ρ. Notice, finally, that any correlations produced by
a bipartite mixed state can be reproduced by a bipartite pure state of the same dimension [23], which implies
that bipartite mixed states cannot be self-tested. Hence, in the bipartite scenario, the best one can hope for
is to self-test every pure state, and this is what we obtain in the present work. No further characterization of
either the state or the measurements is required, and estimating the P (a, b|x, y) is all that has to be done in
the lab.
Our objective is to self-test all bipartite quantum states, and, using the Schmidt decomposition, this reduces
to self-testing an arbitrary bipartite quantum state of the form
|ψtarget〉 :=
d−1∑
i=0
ci|ii〉 (2)
where 0 < ci < 1 for all i and
∑d−1
i=0 c
2
i = 1.
B. Tilted CHSH inequality
We briefly introduce the tilted CHSH inequality [3], which will be a building block for our self-testing corre-
lations. Let A0, A1, B0, B1 be ±1 random variables. For a random variable X, let 〈X〉 denote its expectation.
The term tilted CHSH inequality refers to a one-parameter family of inequalities, which generalises the CHSH
inequality:
〈αA0 +A0B0 +A0B1 +A1B0 −A1B1〉 ≤ 2 + α (3)
which holds when the random variables are local. The maximal quantum violation is
√
8 + 2α2, and is attained
when A0, A1, B0, B1 are the binary observables A0 = σZ , A1 = σX , B0 = cosµσZ+sinµσX and B1 = cosµσZ+
sinµσX , and the underlying joint state is |ψ〉 = cos θ|00〉+sin θ|11〉, where sin 2θ =
√
4−α2
4+α2 , µ = arctan(sin 2θ),
and σZ , σX are usual Pauli matrices. The converse also holds, in the sense that maximal violation self-tests
this state and these measurements [4].
The following Lemma from [4] will be useful later on. In what follows, a subscript indicates the subsystem
that an operator acts on (A for Alice and B for Bob). When it is clear from the context, we omit writing trivial
identities on other subsystems: for example, we may write A0 in place of A0 ⊗ 1.
Lemma 1. Let |ψ〉 ∈ HA ⊗B. Let A0, A1 and B0, B1 be binary observables, respectively on HA and HB, with
±1 eigenvalues. Suppose that
〈ψ|αA0 +A0B0 +A0B1 +A1B0 −A1B1|ψ〉 =
√
8 + α2 (4)
Let θ, µ ∈ (0, pi2 ) be such that sin 2θ =
√
4−α2
4+α2 and µ = arctan sin 2θ. Then, let ZA = A0, XA = A1. Let
Z∗B and X
∗
B be respectively
B0+B1
2 cosµ and
B0−B1
2 sinµ , but with all zero eigenvalues replaced by one. Then, define
ZB = Z
∗
B |Z∗B |−1 and XB = X∗B |X∗B |−1.
Then, we have
ZA|ψ〉 = ZB |ψ〉 (5)
cos θXA(1− ZA)|ψ〉 = sin θXB(1+ ZA)|ψ〉 (6)
C. Sufficient conditions for self-testing an entangled pair of qudits
We state a (slightly more general) version of a Lemma from Yang and Navascués [28], which gives a sufficient
criterion for self-testing a general pure bipartite entangled state.
Lemma 2. Let |ψtarget〉 =
∑d−1
i=0 ci|ii〉, where 0 < ci < 1 for all i and
∑d−1
i=0 c
2
i = 1. Suppose there exist
unitary operators X(k)A , X
(k)
B and projections {P (k)A }k=0,..,d−1 and {P (k)B }k=0,..,d−1 of which {P (k)A }k=0,..,d−1 is
4a complete orthogonal set, while {P (k)B }k=0,..,d−1 need not be, and they satisfy the following conditions:
P
(k)
A |ψ〉 = P (k)B |ψ〉 ∀k, (7)
X
(k)
A X
(k)
B P
(k)
B |ψ〉 =
ck
c0
P
(0)
A |ψ〉 ∀k (8)
Then there exists a local isometry Φ such that Φ(|ψ〉) = |extra〉 ⊗ |ψtarget〉, for some auxiliary state |extra〉.
F
F
S
S
F¯
F¯
R
R
| iAB
|0iA0
|0iB0
FIG. 2: Diagram of the isometry Φ(|ψ〉)
The complete proof of this is given in Appendix A. The Lemma also holds when |ψ〉 is replaced by a general
mixed state ρ, and equalities between vectors are naturally replaced by equalities between density matrices, as
is clear from the proof in Appendix A. Here we just describe how the local isometry Φ is constructed (Fig. 2).
The local isometry adds two ancilla qudits in the zero state, and is a generalization of the SWAP isometry that
is typically used in the qubit case. More precisely,
Φ(|ψ〉) = (RAA′ ⊗RBB′)(F¯A′ ⊗ F¯B′)(SAA′ ⊗ SBB′)(FA′ ⊗ FB′)|ψ〉AB |0〉A′ |0〉B′ (9)
where F is the quantum Fourier transform, F¯ is the inverse quantum Fourier transform, RAA′/BB′ is de-
fined as RAA′/BB′ |ψ〉AB |k〉A′/B′ = X(k)A/B |ψ〉AB |k〉A′/B′ and SAA′/BB′ is defined as SAA′/BB′ |ψ〉AB |k〉A′/B′ =
ZkA/B |ψ〉AB |k〉A′/B′ . Yang and Navascués [28] did not provide, or prove the existence of, correlations from
which one can construct operators satisfying the conditions of Lemma 2, and this is our main contribution.
III. SELF-TESTING CORRELATIONS
We first state our main theorem, then give a sketch idea of the self-testing correlations in subsection III B,
which we describe precisely in subsection III C. In subsection IIID, we describe ideal measurements achieving
the correlations.
A. Our main result
Theorem 1. For every bipartite entangled state of qudits |ψtarget〉, there exist correlations in C3,4,d,dq such that,
when reproduced by Alice and Bob through local measurements on a joint state ρ, imply the existence of a local
isometry Φ such that Φ(ρ) = ρextra ⊗ |ψtarget〉〈ψtarget|, where ρextra is some auxiliary state. Moreover, under
the isometry Φ, the local measurements on ρ are equivalent to measurements that act trivially on ρextra and as
the ideal measurements on |ψtarget〉 (described in subsection IIID).
The correlations that make Theorem 1 true are the ones we are about to describe.
5B. The idea behind our correlations
Here we give a sketch of the structure of our self-testing correlations that we will describe in full detail in
the following subsection, and an intuition of why they work. For clarity, in this paragraph we assume d to be
even, but the proof will apply to odd d as well.
Recall that we wish to self-test the state |ψtarget〉 =
∑d−1
i=0 ci|ii〉, where 0 < ci < 1 for all i and
∑d−1
i=0 c
2
i = 1.
The approach, inspired by [28], is to use d-outcome measurements on Alice and Bob’s side such that, for
some measurement settings, the correlation tables Tx,y, as defined in (1), are block-diagonal with 2× 2 blocks.
More precisely, for measurement settings x, y ∈ {0, 1}, the 2 × 2 blocks will correspond to outcomes a, b
respectively in {0, 1}, in {2, 3},.., in {d−2, d−1}; and the idea is that the mth 2×2 block self-tests the portion
c2m|2m 2m〉 + c2m+1|2m+ 1 2m+ 1〉 of the target state. For measurement settings x ∈ {0, 2}, y ∈ {2, 3},
instead, the 2× 2 blocks will correspond to outcomes a, b respectively in {1, 2}, in {3, 4},.., in {d− 1, 0}, again
the idea being that the mth block “self-tests" the portion c2m+1|2m+ 1 2m+ 1〉+ c2m+2|2m+ 2 2m+ 2〉.
See Fig. 3 for an illustration of the concept.
c0 |00i c1 |11i c2 |22i c3 |33i cd 1 · · ·cd 2 · · ·+ + + + ++ · · ·
· · ·m = 1
m = 1
m = 0
m = 0 m =
d
2
  1
m =
d
2
  1m = d
2
  1 m = d
2
  2
+
m = 2
c4 |44i
· · ·
FIG. 3: In blue, the block-diagonal correlations for measurement settings x, y ∈ {0, 1} “certify” the “even-odd” pairs,
while, in red, the block-diagonal correlations for measurement settings x ∈ {0, 2}, y ∈ {2, 3} certify the “odd-even” pairs.
As one can expect, the 2×2 blocks in our block-diagonal correlations will naturally correspond to ideal tilted
CHSH correlations for appropriately chosen angles.
As we shall clarify later, this particular choice for the 2×2 blocks is not essential: although no other criterion
for self-testing arbitrary partially entangled qubits is currently known, any other self-testing correlations from
which we can deduce the existence of operators satisfying (30) and (31) could in principle be used in our proof.
C. The correlations
In order to self-test the target state |ψtarget〉 =
∑d−1
i=0 ci|ii〉, where 0 < ci < 1, we will not need to specify
the entire set of twelve correlation tables Tx,y, but it will be sufficient to specify just the tables corresponding
to measurement settings x, y ∈ {0, 1}, and those for settings x ∈ {0, 2}, y ∈ {2, 3}. We will show that any
correlation satisfying these constraints self-tests |ψtarget〉.
Moreover, the constraints that we place on the correlations are sufficient to determine a single correlation (i.e.
a single point in a quantum correlation set), and this is because such constraints self-test not only the state,
but also ideal measurements (see subsections IIID and Appendix B). We will often refer to the correlation
achieved by the ideal measurements as the ideal correlation.
The reader may find the description of the ideal measurements achieving these constraints, from subsection
IIID, helpful in visualizing the ideal correlation.
Building on an idea of Yang and Navascués [28], the constraints that we impose on the correlations are:
(i) For x, y ∈ {0, 1}, the correlation tables are block diagonal with 2× 2 blocks. The tables for measurement
settings x, y ∈ {0, 1} are given in Tables I and II for even and odd d respectively. The 2 × 2 blocks
Cx,y,m are given by (c22m + c22m+1) · C idealx,y,θm where the C idealx,y,θm are the 2 × 2 correlation tables which
correspond to the maximal violation of the tilted-CHSH inequality which self-tests the state cos (θm)|00〉+
sin (θm)|11〉, where θm := arctan
( c2m+1
c2m
) ∈ (0, pi2 ). They are given precisely in Tables III-V, with µm :=
arctan (sin (2θm)).
6TABLE I: Tx,y for x, y ∈ {0, 1} for even values of d ≥ 2
a\b 0 1 2 3 · · · d− 2 d− 1
0
Cx,y,m=0
0 0 · · · 0 0
1 0 0 · · · 0 0
2 0 0
Cx,y,m=1
· · · 0 0
3 0 0 · · · 0 0
...
...
...
...
...
. . .
...
...
d− 2 0 0 0 0 · · · Cx,y,m= d
2
−1
d− 1 0 0 0 0 · · ·
TABLE II: Tx,y for x, y ∈ {0, 1} for odd values of d ≥ 3
a\b 0 1 2 3 · · · d− 3 d− 2 d− 1
0
Cx,y,m=0
0 0 · · · 0 0 0
1 0 0 · · · 0 0 0
2 0 0
Cx,y,m=1
· · · 0 0 0
3 0 0 · · · 0 0 0
...
...
...
...
...
. . .
...
... 0
d− 3 0 0 0 0 · · · C
x,y,m= d−3
2
0
d− 2 0 0 0 0 · · · 0
d− 1 0 0 0 0 · · · 0 0 c2d−1
TABLE III: 2× 2 block correlation table Cx=0,y=0,m and Cx=0,y=1,m
a\b 2m 2m+1
2m c22m cos2 (µm2 ) c
2
2m sin
2 (µm
2
)
2m+1 c22m+1 sin2 (µm2 ) c
2
2m+1 cos
2 (µm
2
)
TABLE IV: 2× 2 block correlation table Cx=1,y=0,m
a\b 2m 2m+1
2m 1
2
(c2m cos (
µm
2
) + c2m+1 sin (
µm
2
))2 1
2
(c2m+1 cos (
µm
2
)− c2m sin (µm2 ))2
2m+1 1
2
(c2m cos (
µm
2
)− c2m+1 sin (µm2 ))2 12 (c2m+1 cos (µm2 ) + c2m sin (µm2 ))2
TABLE V: 2× 2 block correlation table Cx=1,y=1,m
a\b 2m 2m+1
2m 1
2
(c2m cos (
µm
2
)− c2m+1 sin (µm2 ))2 12 (c2m+1 cos (µm2 ) + c2m sin (µm2 ))2
2m+1 1
2
(c2m cos (
µm
2
) + c2m+1 sin (
µm
2
))2 1
2
(c2m+1 cos (
µm
2
)− c2m sin (µm2 ))2
(ii) Similarly, for measurement settings x ∈ {0, 2} and y ∈ {2, 3} the correlation tables Tx,y are also block-
diagonal, but “shifted down” appropriately by one measurement outcome. The 2 × 2 blocks are Dx,y,m
7(corresponding to outcomes 2m + 1 and 2m + 2) for x ∈ {0, 2} and y ∈ {2, 3}, defined as Dx,y,m :=
(c22m+1 + c
2
2m+2) · Cidealf(x),g(y);θ′m , where θ
′
m := arctan
( c2m+2
c2m+1
) ∈ (0, pi2 ), and f(0) = 0, f(2) = 1, g(2) =
0, g(3) = 1. The correlations, Tx,y, for x ∈ {0, 2} and y ∈ {2, 3} are given precisely in Tables VI to X
where µ′m := arctan(sin(2θ′m)).
TABLE VI: Tx,y for x ∈ {0, 2} and y ∈ {2, 3}, for even values of d ≥ 2
a\b 1 2 3 4 · · · d− 1 0
1
Dx,y,m=0
0 0 · · · 0 0
2 0 0 · · · 0 0
3 0 0
Dx,y,m=1
· · · 0 0
4 0 0 · · · 0 0
...
...
...
...
...
. . .
...
...
d− 1 0 0 0 0 · · · Dx,y,m= d
2
−1
0 0 0 0 0 · · ·
TABLE VII: Tx,y for x ∈ {0, 2} and y ∈ {2, 3}, for odd values of d ≥ 3
a\b 1 2 3 4 · · · d− 2 d− 1 0
1
Dx,y,m=0
0 0 · · · 0 0 0
2 0 0 · · · 0 0 0
3 0 0
Dx,y,m=1
· · · 0 0 0
4 0 0 · · · 0 0 0
...
...
...
...
...
. . .
...
... 0
d− 2 0 0 0 0 · · · D
x,y,m= d−3
2
0
d− 1 0 0 0 0 · · · 0
0 0 0 0 0 · · · 0 0 c20
TABLE VIII: 2× 2 block correlation table Dx=0,y=2,m and Dx=0,y=3,m
a\b 2m+1 2m+2
2m+1 c22m+1 cos2 (
µ′m
2
) c22m+1 sin
2 (
µ′m
2
)
2m+2 c22m+2 sin2 (
µ′m
2
) c22m+2 cos
2 (
µ′m
2
)
TABLE IX: 2× 2 block correlation table Dx=2,y=2,m
a\b 2m+1 2m+2
2m+1 1
2
(c2m+1 cos (
µ′m
2
) + c2m+2 sin (
µ′m
2
))2 1
2
(c2m+2 cos (
µ′m
2
)− c2m+1 sin (µ
′
m
2
))2
2m+2 1
2
(c2m+1 cos (
µ′m
2
)− c2m+2 sin (µ
′
m
2
))2 1
2
(c2m+2 cos (
µ′m
2
) + c2m+1 sin (
µ′m
2
))2
8TABLE X: 2× 2 block correlation table Dx=2,y=3,m
a\b 2m+1 2m+2
2m+1 1
2
(c2m+1 cos (
µ′m
2
)− c2m+2 sin (µ
′
m
2
))2 1
2
(c2m+2 cos (
µ′m
2
) + c2m+1 sin (
µ′m
2
))2
2m+2 1
2
(c2m+1 cos (
µ′m
2
) + c2m+2 sin (
µ′m
2
))2 1
2
(c2m+2 cos (
µ′m
2
)− c2m+1 sin (µ
′
m
2
))2
D. The ideal measurements
We now explicitly provide the ideal measurements on |ψtarget〉 =
∑d−1
i=0 ci|ii〉 that satisfy the constraints
described above, and we refer to the correlation produced by the ideal measurements as the ideal correlation.
Let σZ and σX be the usual Pauli matrices. For a single-qubit observable A, we denote by [A]m the
observable defined with respect to the basis {|2m mod d〉, |(2m+ 1) mod d〉}. For example, [σZ ]m =
|2m〉〈2m| − |2m+ 1〉〈2m+ 1|. Similarly, we denote by [A]′m the observable defined with respect to the ba-
sis {|(2m+ 1) mod d〉, |(2m+ 2) mod d〉}. We use the notation⊕Ai to denote the direct sum of observables
Ai.
For x = 0: Alice measures in the computational basis (i.e. in the basis {|0〉, |1〉, · · · , |d− 1〉}). For x = 1 and
x = 2: for d even, she measures in the eigenbases of observables
⊕ d
2−1
m=0[σX ]m and
⊕ d
2−1
m=0[σX ]
′
m respectively, with
the natural assignments of d measurement outcomes; for d odd, she measures in the eigenbases of observables⊕ d−1
2 −1
m=0 [σX ]m ⊕ |d− 1〉〈d− 1| and |0〉〈0| ⊕
⊕ d−1
2 −1
m=0 [σX ]
′
m respectively.
In a similar way, for y = 0 and y = 1: for d even, Bob measures in the eigenbases of
⊕ d
2−1
m=0[cos (µm)σZ +
sin (µm)σX ]m and
⊕ d
2−1
m=0[cos (µm)σZ − sin (µm)σX ]m respectively, with the natural assignments of d measure-
ment outcomes, where here µm = arctan(sin(2θm)) and θm = arctan(
c2m+1
c2m
); for d odd, he measures in the
eigenbases of
⊕ d−1
2 −1
m=0 [cos (µm)σZ + sin (µm)σX ]m ⊕ |d− 1〉〈d− 1| and
⊕ d−1
2 −1
m=0 [cos (µm)σZ − sin (µm)σX ]m ⊕
|d− 1〉〈d− 1| respectively.
For y = 2 and y = 3: for d even, Bob measures in the eigenbases of
⊕ d
2−1
m=0[cos (µ
′
m)σZ + sin (µ
′
m)σX ]
′
m
and
⊕ d
2−1
m=0[cos (µ
′
m)σZ − sin (µ′m)σX ]′m respectively, where µ′m = arctan(sin(2θ′m)) and θ′m = arctan( c2m+2c2m+1 );
for d odd, he measures in the eigenbases of |0〉〈0| ⊕ ⊕ d−12 −1m=0 [cos (µ′m)σZ + sin (µ′m)σX ]′m and |0〉〈0| ⊕⊕ d−1
2 −1
m=0 [cos (µ
′
m)σZ − sin (µ′m)σX ]′m respectively.
IV. PROOF OF SELF-TESTING
This section is dedicated entirely to proving Theorem 1. Most of the work in the proof is aimed at constructing
operators satisfying the sufficient conditions from Lemma 2. This, explicitly, means constructing appropriate
projections P (k)A , P
(k)
B and unitariesX
(k)
A , X
(k)
B . In subsection IVA, we construct the projections, and, moreover,
certain unitary “flip” operators XuA,m, X
′u
A,m. In subsection IVB, we show how to obtain unitaries X
(k)
A , X
(k)
B
as appropriate alternating products of the flip operators. Finally, we argue that the same local isometry given
by Lemma 2 works also to self-test the ideal measurements from subsection IIID.
A. Constructing the projections and the “flip” operators
Recall that we denote by ΠAxi the projection corresponding to Alice obtaining outcome i on measurement
setting x, and similarly for the ΠByi on Bob’s side. We will first derive consequences that follow from the
constraints in item (i) of subsection III C, that we imposed on our correlations. The constraints in item (ii) of
subsection III C have similar implications.
We define the operators Aˆx,m = ΠAx2m − ΠAx2m+1 and Bˆy,m = ΠBy2m − ΠBy2m+1 for x, y ∈ {0, 1}. Clearly,
(Aˆx,m)
2 = ΠAx2m + Π
Ax
2m+1 := 1
Ax
m and (Bˆy,m)2 = Π
By
2m + Π
By
2m+1 := 1
By
m .
Now, ‖ΠA02m|ψ〉‖ =
√
〈ψ|ΠA02m|ψ〉 =
√
〈ψ|ΠA02m ·
∑d−1
i=0 Π
B0
i |ψ〉 =
√
c22m cos
2 (µm2 ) + c
2
2m sin
2 (µm2 ) = c2m, and
9‖ΠA02m+1|ψ〉‖ = c2m+1. With similar other calculations we deduce that
‖1Aim |ψ〉‖ = ‖1Bjm |ψ〉‖ =
√
c22m + c
2
2m+1 ∀i, j ∈ {0, 1} . (10)
Moreover, notice that 〈ψ|1Aim 1Bjm |ψ〉 = c22m+ c22m+1 = ‖1Aim |ψ〉‖ · ‖1Bjm |ψ〉‖. Hence, by Cauchy-Schwarz, it must
be the case that
1Aim |ψ〉 = 1Bjm |ψ〉 ∀i, j ∈ {0, 1} . (11)
By design, the correlations are such that
〈ψ|αmAˆ0,m + Aˆ0,mBˆ0,m + Aˆ0,mBˆ1,m + Aˆ1,mBˆ0,m − Aˆ1,mBˆ1,m|ψ〉 =
√
8 + 2α2m · (c22m + c22m+1) (12)
where αm = 2√
1+2 tan2 (2θm)
. As such, this is not a maximal violation of the tilted CHSH inequality (since |ψ〉
has unit norm). However, we can get around this by defining the normalised state |ψm〉 = 1
A0
m |ψ〉√
c22m+c
2
2m+1
. Since
Aˆi,m|ψ〉 = Aˆi,m1Aim |ψ〉 = Aˆi,m1A0m |ψ〉, and Bˆi,m|ψ〉 = Bˆi,m1Bim |ψ〉 = Bˆi,m1A0m |ψ〉, by (11), then (12) implies =
〈ψm|αmAˆ0,m + Aˆ0,mBˆ0,m + Aˆ0,mBˆ1,m + Aˆ1,mBˆ0,m − Aˆ1,mBˆ1,m|ψm〉 =
√
8 + 2α2m (13)
Now, define the “unitarized” versions of the operators in (13): Aˆui,m := 1−1Aim +Aˆi,m and Bˆui,m := 1−1Bim +Bˆi,m.
Then clearly equation (13) holds also with the unitarized operators, by definition of |ψm〉. Now, let ZuA,m :=
Aˆu0,m, XuA,m := Aˆ
u
1,m. Then, let Z∗B,m and X
∗
B,m be respectively
Bˆu0,m+Bˆ
u
1,m
2 cos(µm)
and Bˆ
u
0,m−Bˆu1,m
2 sin(µm)
, but with all zero
eigenvalues replaced by one, and define ZuB,m = Z
∗
B,m|Z∗B,m|−1 and XuB,m = X∗B,m|X∗B,m|−1 (this is again a
required unitarization step). Then, by Lemma 1, the above maximal violation of the tilted CHSH inequality
implies that
ZuA,m|ψm〉 = ZuB,m|ψm〉 (14)
XuA,m(1− ZuA,m)|ψm〉 = tan(θm)XuB,m(1+ ZuA,m)|ψm〉 (15)
Define the subspace Bm = range(1B0m )+range(1B1m ), and the projection 1Bm onto subspace Bm. Then, notice
from the way ZuB,m is defined, that it can be written as Z
u
B,m = 1−1Bm + Z˜B,m, where Z˜B,m is some operator
living entirely on subspace Bm. This implies that ZuB,m|ψm〉 = Z˜B,m|ψm〉 = Z˜B,m|ψ〉, where we have used (11)
and the fact that
1B0m |ψ〉 = 1B1m |ψ〉 =⇒ 1Bm |ψ〉 = 1Bim |ψ〉 . (16)
Hence, from (14) we deduce that Aˆ0,m|ψ〉 = Z˜B,m|ψ〉. Define projections P (2m)A := (1A0m + Aˆ0,m)/2 = ΠA02m,
P
(2m+1)
A := (1
A0
m − Aˆ0,m)/2 = ΠA02m+1, P (2m)B := (1Bm + Z˜B,m)/2 and P (2m+1)B := (1Bm − Z˜B,m)/2.
Note that P (2m)B , P
(2m+1)
B are indeed projections, since Z˜B,m has all ±1 eigenvalues corresponding to subspaceBm, and is zero outside. We also have, for all m and k = 2m, 2m+ 1,
P
(k)
A |ψ〉 = (1A0m + (−1)kAˆ0,m)/2|ψ〉 = (1B0m + (−1)kAˆ0,m)/2|ψ〉
= (1Bm + (−1)kZ˜B,m)/2|ψ〉 = P (k)B |ψ〉 (17)
Further, notice that (1 + (−1)kZuA,m)|ψm〉 = (1A0m + (−1)kAˆ0,m)|ψm〉 = (1A0m + (−1)kAˆ0,m)|ψ〉 = P (k)A |ψ〉.
Plugging this into (15), gives
XuA,mP
(2m+1)
A |ψ〉 = tan(θm)XuB,mP (2m)A |ψ〉 =
c2m+1
c2m
XuB,mP
(2m)
A |ψ〉 (18)
Now, we turn to the constraints on our correlations that we imposed in item (ii) of subsection III C. These
have similar implications to the ones we just derived.
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We can similarly define the operators Aˆ′0,m = Π
A0
2m+1 − ΠA02m+2, Aˆ′1,m = ΠA22m+1 − ΠA22m+2 Bˆ′0,m = ΠB22m+1 −
ΠB22m+2, Bˆ
′
1,m = Π
B3
2m+1 − ΠB32m+2, and 1A
′
x
m =
(
Aˆ′x,m
)2
and 1
B′y
m =
(
Bˆ′y,m
)2
. Using the argument employed
earlier and following the same procedure, we can analogously construct unitary operators Z
′u
A,m, X
′u
A,m, Z
′u
B,m
and X
′u
B,m from operators Aˆ
′
x,m and Bˆ′y,m.
Z ′A,m|ψ′m〉 = Z ′B,m|ψ′m〉 (19)
X ′A,m(1
A′0
m − Z ′A,m)|ψ′m〉 = tan(θ′m)X ′B,m(1A
′
0
m + Z
′
A,m)|ψ′m〉 (20)
where |ψ′m〉 = 1
A′0
m |ψ〉√
c22m+1+c
2
2m+2
. And from here, with the same steps as above, we deduce that
X
′u
A,mP
(2m+2)
A |ψ〉 = tan(θ′m)X
′u
B,mP
(2m+1)
A |ψ〉 =
c2m+2
c2m+1
X
′u
B,mP
(2m+1)
A |ψ〉 (21)
B. Constructing the unitaries
For notational convenience, we drop the superscript u from the unitary operators XuA/B,m,X
′u
A/B,m in equa-
tions (15) and (21) of the previous subsection. We also rename X
′u
A/B,m as YA/B,m. Then, we recall equations
(15) and (21):
XA,mP
2m+1
A |ψ〉 =
c2m+1
c2m
XB,mP
2m
A |ψ〉 (22)
YA,mP
2m+2
A |ψ〉 =
c2m+2
c2m+1
YB,mP
2m+1
A |ψ〉 (23)
Recall that we ultimately wish to produce unitary operators satisfying condition (8) from Lemma 2. The
operators XA/B,m and YA/B,m can be can be intuitively thought of as “flip operators”, in the sense that
XA,m acts on P
(2m+1)
A |ψ〉 (which is equal to P (2m+1)B |ψ〉 when condition (7) is satisfied) and turns it into
XB,mP
(2m)
A |ψ〉, up to an appropriate factor. On the other hand, the flip operator YA,m will turn P (2m)A |ψ〉 into
YB,mP
(2m−1)
A |ψ〉, up to a factor. The idea is, then, that the appropriate alternating product of these unitary
flip operators will turn P (i)A |ψ〉 into precisely cic0 (X
(i)
B )
†P (0)A |ψ〉, which is the behaviour required from condition
(8) of Lemma 2, when we let these alternating products be the X(i)A and X
(i)
B from (8).
We have already shown, in (17), that the P (k)A/B , as defined in the previous subsection, satisfy P
(k)
A |ψ〉 =
P
(k)
B |ψ〉 for k = 0, .., d − 1, i.e. condition (7) from Lemma 2, with the P (k)A forming, by definition, a complete
set of orthogonal projections.
We are ready to define X(k)A/B as follows:
X
(k)
A =

1, if k = 0
XA,0YA,0XA,1YA,1 . . . XA,m−1YA,m−1XA,m if k = 2m+ 1
XA,0YA,0XA,1YA,1 . . . XA,m−1YA,m−1, if k = 2m
(24)
and
X
(k)
B =

1, if k = 0
XB,0YB,0XB,1YB,1 . . . XB,m−1YB,m−1XB,m if k = 2m+ 1
XB,0YB,0XB,1YB,1 . . . XB,m−1YB,m−1, if k = 2m
(25)
Note that X(k)A and X
(k)
B are unitary since they are product of unitaries. Finally we check that condition (8)
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holds, namely
X
(k)
A P
(k)
A |ψ〉 =
ck
c0
(X
(k)
B )
†P (0)A |ψ〉 (26)
The case k = 0,
X
(0)
A P
(0)
A |ψ〉 = 1P (0)A |ψ〉
=
c0
c0
X
(0)
B P
(0)
A |ψ〉. (27)
For k = 2m+ 1,
X
(k)
A P
(k)
A |ψ〉 = XA,0YA,0XA,1YA,1 . . . XA,m−1YA,m−1XA,mP (2m+1)A |ψ〉
(22)
=
c2m+1
c2m
XA,0YA,0XA,1YA,1 . . . XA,m−1YA,m−1XB,mP
(2m)
A |ψ〉
=
c2m+1
c2m
XB,mXA,0YA,0XA,1YA,1 . . . XA,m−1YA,m−1P
(2m)
A |ψ〉
(23)
=
c2m+1
c2m
· c2m
c2m−1
XB,mXA,0YA,0XA,1YA,1 . . . XA,m−1YB,m−1P
(2m−1)
A |ψ〉
=
c2m+1
c2m
· c2m
c2m−1
XB,mYB,m−1XA,0YA,0XA,1YA,1 . . . XA,m−1P
(2m−1)
A |ψ〉
= . . .
=
c2m+1
c2m
· c2m
c2m−1
. . .
c2
c1
· c1
c0
XB,mYB,m−1XB,m−1 . . . YB,1XB,1YB,0XB,0P
(0)
A |ψ〉
=
c2m+1
c0
(X
(k)
B )
†P (0)A |ψ〉 (28)
which is indeed (26), as 2m+ 1 = k. The case k = 2m is treated similarly. This completes the construction of
the local isometry Φ, by Lemma 2. To conclude the proof of Theorem 1, we just need to show that this isometry
also self-tests the ideal measurements given precisely below. The rest of the proof is included in Appendix B.
We emphasize that the whole proof goes through in the same way if we replace |ψ〉 with a general mixed
state. In particular, one simply replaces all equalities between vectors with equalities between density matrices.
Moreover, the Euclidean inner product is replaced by 〈·, ·〉 : L(suppρ,HA ⊗ HB) × L(suppρ,HA ⊗ HB) → C
such that
〈A,B〉 := Tr(AB†ρ), (29)
where suppρ = {|φ〉 ∈ H : ρ|φ〉 6= 0}, and L(suppρ,HA ⊗ HB) is the space of linear maps from suppρ
to HA ⊗ HB . Notice that the product defined above doesn’t in general satisfy the symmetric property of
inner products. Nonetheless, Cauchy-Schwarz still holds on instances that satisfy the symmetry property (in
particular when A and B commute). So, as an example, we would replace the expression 〈ψ|1Aim 1Bjm |ψ〉, after
equation (10), with 〈1Aim |suppρ,1Bjm |suppρ〉 = Tr(1Aim |suppρ1Bjm |suppρ ρ), and deduce, through Cauchy-Schwarz,
that 1Aim |suppρ = 1Bjm |suppρ.
Finally, Lemma 1, from Bamps and Pironio [4], as well as Lemma 2, hold analogously in corresponding mixed
state form.
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V. DISCUSSION
Legend
Cx,y,m
Dx,y,m
a
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0
0
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5 d  1
d  1
· · ·
...
. . .
FIG. 4: Block-diagonal structure of the correlation tables
In our proof, we described explicit self-testing correlations for the 2× 2 blocks, in Tables III-V and VIII-X.
However, we remark that this is not the only choice of correlations that can be made to self-test all bipartite
entangled states. In fact, as a natural consequence of our work, it is the case that any block-diagonal correlations
(as in Fig. 4) suffice as long as the 2 × 2 “un-normalized" correlations Cx,y,m and Dx,y,m imply the existence
of reflections ZA, XA on Alice’s side and ZB , XB on Bob’s side such that
ZA|ψ〉 = ZB |ψ〉 (30)
XA(1− ZA)|ψ〉 = tan (θ)XB(1 + ZA)|ψ〉 (31)
for appropriate angles θ. For instance, in order to self-test bipartite maximally entangled states, we can invoke
any correlation in the class given by Wang et al. [25] where A0|ψ〉 = B0|ψ〉 (in the notation of Ref [25],
α00 = 0). These correlations satisfy equations (30) and (31) for tan θ = 1: thus, they can be used to self-test
the maximally entangled pair of qudits, for any d, as is suggested by Yang and Navascués [28]. For these
correlations, notice, moreover, that for x = 0, y = 0, the correlation table is diagonal and hence, we can drop
Bob’s fourth measurement setting because a diagonal correlation can fulfil its role as both Cx,y,m and Dx,y,m.
Thus, one can self-test maximally entangled states of arbitrary dimension within a [{3, d}, {3, d}] Bell scenario.
We remark, that our analysis in the present work is limited to exact correlations: a natural follow-up to our
work is to derive robustness bounds on our self-tests. While we believe that some robustness bounds can be
derived, existing analytical tools produce notoriously unsatisfying bounds, and the numerical tools that give
much better bounds can only be applied to few examples. In this situation, we’d rather wait for the progress
in analytical tools of the kind found in [10].
VI. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
In this work, we addressed the outstanding open question of whether all bipartite entangled quantum states
can be self-tested. We presented a framework inspired by the work of Yang and Navascués [28], and provided
explicit correlations that self-test all bipartite entangled pure states, thus answering the question affirmatively.
These are indeed all the bipartite states that one can hope to self-test, since any correlations achieved by mixed
states can also be achieved by pure states of the same dimension [23]. Our work provides new flexibility in
choosing a bipartite quantum state and corresponding d-outcome ideal measurements for proofs of certification
of randomness and of quantum computing; it also opens to the possibility of generating up to log(d) bits of
private randomness with a seed consisting of two random trits per run, in a single Bell experiment setup. We
leave this exploration for future work.
Other interesting directions/questions that remain open are the following:
• Is it possible to phrase the self-test of all bipartite entangled states in terms of maximal violation of a
family of Bell inequalities?
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• Is there a family of non-local games whose optimal quantum values self-test all bipartite entangled states?
We are currently aware of only one example of a non-local game self-testing a state that is not maximally
entangled. It would be interesting to identify precisely what are the properties that non-local games must
have in order to self-test states that are not maximally entangled.
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Appendix A: Proof of Lemma 2
In this section, we provide a proof of Lemma 2. We explicitly construct a local isometry Φ such that
Φ(|ψ〉) = |extra〉⊗ |ψtarget〉, where the ideal target state is |ψtarget〉 =
∑d−1
i=0 ci|ii〉, and |extra〉 is some auxiliary
state.
Proof. Recall that {P (k)A } is a complete orthogonal set of orthogonal projections by hypothesis. Then, notice
that for i 6= j we have, using condition (7), P (i)B P (j)B |ψ〉 = P (i)B P (j)A |ψ〉 = P (j)A P (i)A |ψ〉 = 0, i.e the P (k)B are
“orthogonal when acting on |ψ〉”. Then, we can invoke a slight variation of the orthogonalization lemma
(Lemma 21 from Kempe and Vidick [11]) to obtain projections on Bob’s side that are exactly orthogonal, and
have the same action on |ψ〉.
Lemma 3. Let ρ be positive semi-definite, living on a finite-dimensional Hilbert space. Let P1, .., Pk be projec-
tions such that ∑
i6=j
Tr (PiPjPiρ) ≤  (A1)
for some 0 <  ≤ Tr(ρ). Then there exist orthogonal projections Q1, .., Qk such that
k∑
i=1
Tr
(
(Pi −Qi)2ρ
)
= O
(

1
2
)
Tr (ρ)
1
2 (A2)
This gives us a new set of orthogonal projections {P˜ (k)B } such that P˜ (k)B |ψ〉 = P (k)B |ψ〉 ∀k.
Now, define ZA :=
∑d−1
k=0 ω
kP
(k)
A and ZB :=
∑d−1
k=0 ω
kP˜
(k)
B + 1−
∑d−1
k=0 P˜
(k)
A/B . In particular, ZA and ZB are
unitary. Notice, moreover, that
(
1−∑d−1k=0 P˜ (k)A/B)|ψ〉 = 0, again using condition (7).
Define the local isometry
Φ := (RAA′ ⊗RBB′)(F¯A′ ⊗ F¯B′)(SAA′ ⊗ SBB′)(FA′ ⊗ FB′) (A3)
where F is the quantum Fourier transform, F¯ is the inverse quantum Fourier transform, RAA′ is defined
so that |φ〉A|k〉A′ 7→ X(k)A |φ〉A|k〉A′ ∀|φ〉, and similarly for RBB′ , and SAA′ is defined so that |φ〉A|k〉A′ 7→
ZkA|φ〉A|k〉A′ ∀|φ〉, and similarly for SBB′ . We compute the action of Φ on |ψ〉AB |0〉A′ |0〉B′ . For ease of
notation with drop the tildes from the P˜ (k)B , while still referring to the new orthogonal projections.
|ψ〉AB |0〉A′ |0〉B′
FA′⊗FB′−→ 1
d
∑
k,k′
|ψ〉AB |k〉A′ |k′〉B′ (A4)
SAA′⊗SBB′−→ 1
d
∑
k,k′
∑
j
ωjP
(j)
A
k∑
j′
ωj
′
P
(j′)
B + 1−
∑
k
P
(j′)
B
k
′
|ψ〉AB |k〉A′ |k′〉B′ (A5)
=
1
d
∑
k,k′,j,j′
ωjkωj
′k′P
(j)
A P
(j′)
B |ψ〉AB |k〉A′ |k′〉B′ (A6)
=
1
d
∑
k,k′,j,j′
ωjkωj
′k′P
(j)
A P
(j′)
A |ψ〉AB |k〉A′ |k′〉B′ (A7)
=
1
d
∑
k,k′,j
ωj(k+k
′)P
(j)
A |ψ〉AB |k〉A′ |k′〉B′ (A8)
F¯A′⊗F¯B′−→ 1
d2
∑
k,k′,j,l,l′
ωj(k+k
′)ω−lkω−l
′k′P
(j)
A |ψ〉AB |l〉A′ |l′〉B′ (A9)
=
1
d2
∑
k,k′,j,l,l′
ωk(j−l)ωk
′(j−l′)P (j)A |ψ〉AB |l〉A′ |l′〉B′ (A10)
=
∑
j
P
(j)
A |ψ〉AB |j〉A′ |j〉B′ (A11)
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RAA′⊗RBB′−→
∑
j
X
(j)
A X
(j)
B P
(j)
A |ψ〉AB |j〉A′ |j〉B′ (A12)
=
∑
j
cj
c0
P
(0)
A |ψ〉AB |j〉A′ |j〉B′ (A13)
=
1
c0
P
(0)
A |ψ〉AB ⊗
∑
j
cj |j〉A′ |j〉B′ (A14)
=|extra〉 ⊗ |ψtarget〉 (A15)
It is an easy check to see that the whole proof above can be repeated by starting from a mixed joint state,
yielding a corresponding version of the Lemma that holds for a general mixed state.
Appendix B: Self-testing the measurements
Not much work is required to extend self-testing to the measurement operators, using the same local isometry
Φ, defined via the projections P (k)A/B and the unitary operators ZA/B and X
(k)
A/B , as defined in the main text.
Consider Aˆx,m = ΠAx2m − ΠAx2m+1 and Bˆy,m = ΠBy2m − ΠBy2m+1. Let Ax,m,By,m be the two-qubit ideal measure-
ments achieving maximal violation of tilted CHSH on the (2m,2m+1) subspace, i.e. A0,m = [σZ ]m, A1,m =
[σX ]m, B0,m = [cos(µm)σZ +sin(µm)σX ]m, B1,m = [cos(µm)σZ− sin(µm)σX ]m, with the notation from subsec-
tion IIID. We claim, first, that Φ(Aˆx,m|ψ〉) = |extra〉⊗Ax,m|ψtarget〉 and Φ(Bˆy,m|ψ〉) = |extra〉⊗By,m|ψtarget〉.
Following closely the proof in Appendix A up to Equation (A11), we have
Φ(Aˆx,m|ψ〉) = RAA′ ⊗RBB′
∑
j
P
(j)
B Aˆx,m|ψ〉AB |j〉A′ |j〉B′
= RAA′ ⊗RBB′
(
P
(2m)
B Aˆx,m|ψ〉AB |2m〉A′ |2m〉B′ + P (2m+1)B Aˆx,m|ψ〉AB |2m+ 1〉A′ |2m+ 1〉B′
)
= X
(2m)
B X
(2m)
A P
(2m)
B Aˆx,m|ψ〉AB |2m〉A′ |2m〉B′ +X(2m+1)B X(2m+1)A P (2m+1)B Aˆx,m|ψ〉AB |2m+ 1〉A′ |2m+ 1〉B′
= X
(2m)
B X
(2m)
A
(
P
(2m)
B Aˆx,m|ψ〉AB |2m〉A′ |2m〉B′ +XA,mXB,mP (2m+1)B Aˆx,m|ψ〉AB |2m+ 1〉A′ |2m+ 1〉B′
)
= X
(2m)
B X
(2m)
A
1
c2m
P
(2m)
B |ψ〉AB ⊗Ax,m
(
c2m|2m〉A′ |2m〉B′ + c2m+1|2m+ 1〉A′ |2m+ 1〉B′
)
=
1
c0
P
(0)
A |ψ〉AB ⊗Ax,m|ψtarget〉 = |extra〉 ⊗Ax,m|ψtarget〉 (B1)
where the second-to-last line follows from the definitions of XA,m and XB,m in the main text, and from a proof
following closely that in [4], that maximal violation of the tilted CHSH inequality self-tests the ideal single-
qubit measurements. One obtains analogous statements involving Aˆ′0/1,m = Π
A0/2
2m+1 − Π
A0/2
2m+2 and Bˆ
′
0/1,m =
Π
B2/3
2m+1 −Π
B2/3
2m+2.
From the above, we deduce that the measurements of Alice and Bob on |ψ〉 are equivalent under Φ, to the ideal
measurements described in subsection IIID on |ψtarget〉.
